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Abstract—Network coding has been proposed as a technique
that can potentially increase the transport capacity of a wireless
network via processing and mixing of data packets at intermediate routers. However, most previous studies either assume a
fixed transmission rate or do not consider the impact of using
diverse rates on the network coding gain. Since in many cases,
network coding implicitly relies on overhearing, the choice of the
transmission rate has a big impact on the achievable gains. The use
of higher rates works in favor of increasing the native throughput;
however, it may in many cases work against effective overhearing.
In other words, there is a tension between the achievable network
coding gain and the inherent rate gain possible on a link. In this
paper1 , our goal is to drive the network towards achieving the best
trade-off between these two contradictory effects. Towards this, we
design a distributed framework that (a) facilitates the choice of the
best rate on each link while considering the need for overhearing
and (b) dictates the choice of which decoding recipient will
acknowledge the reception of an encoded packet. We demonstrate
that both of these features contribute significantly towards gains in
throughput. We extensively simulate our framework in a variety of
topological settings. We also fully implement it on real hardware
and demonstrate its applicability and performance gains via proofof-concept experiments on our wireless testbed. We show that our
framework yields throughput gains of up to 390% as compared
to what is achieved in a rate-unaware network coding framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network coding (NC) brings the promise of providing significant throughput improvements in wireless networks [1].
However, in most cases it requires nodes to overhear native
and/or encoded packets. In a wireless network, overhearing is
directly dependent on the channel quality. In particular, more
often than not, there may be a mismatch in the quality of (a) the
link from the transmitter and its intended recipient and, (b) the
link between the transmitter and the neighbor trying to overhear
the packet. This mismatch leads to an inherent tension between
the use of high transmission rates and providing an opportunity
for network coding, as we discuss below.
To aid overhearing, one may simply use the lowest transmission rate that can successfully deliver packets to both the
intended recipient and any overhearing node (or sniffer). While
this can maximize the network coding gain, it may not yield the
best throughput gain. On the other hand, transmitting packets at
high rates may decrease the opportunities for encoding packets.
We illustrate this with a simple example. Let us consider the
topology depicted in Fig. 1; the undirected edges represent
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the feasible links among the 5 nodes. Jack is an intermediate
router who relays packets from Alice and Bob to Chloe and
Dave, respectively. To begin with, assume that (i) all the nodes
operate in the promiscuous mode (as in [1]), (ii) they use the
basic (or lowest), fixed transmission rate Rf , and (iii) all links
have a Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) equal to 1 at this rate
Rf . With traditional network coding, Dave is able to overhear
Alice’s packet A sent to Jack. Similarly Chloe can overhear
Bob’s packet B, transmitted to Jack. Jack applies a linear
encoding function on the two packets (e.g. an XOR operation)
to construct the packet A⊕B and transmits it at rate Rf . Using
their overheard packets, Chloe and Dave can decode the packet
A ⊕ B and thus obtain A and B, respectively.

Fig. 1. Selecting high transmission rates may impede the network coding gain.
Here, Alice chooses to use a high transmission rate to send her packet A to
Jack. It is possible that Dave does not overhear packet A, and hence he cannot
decode Jack’s A ⊕ B encoded packet.

Rate adaptation has a direct effect on NC gain: Now
assume that a typical rate adaptation algorithm is used [2], [3],
[4]. With this, Alice may use a rate Rh > Rf , towards achieving
a better performance on the link <Alice→Jack>. However, Rh
may be inappropriate on the link <Alice→Dave>; in such a
case, it is unlikely that Dave successfully overhears packet A.
Thus, although the use of Rh by Alice provides the highest
throughput on the link <Alice→Jack>, it also degrades the
network coding gain in the long term. If Alice decides on a
lower transmission rate Rl (Rf < Rl < Rh ) with which Dave
can overhear packet A, then he will be able to decode the A⊕B
packet sent by Jack. Hence, by settling for a lower rate gain,
the network enjoys a higher coding gain; this, however, may
either increase the throughput due to the benefits of coding, or
decrease it due to the use of the lower transmission rate.
The decision on which recipient should acknowledge
an encoded packet affects the total throughput: Jack will
pseudo-broadcast [1] packet A ⊕ B to Chloe and Dave. The
pseudo-broadcast requires Jack to choose a primary receiver
which will send a MAC layer ACK for the encoded packet;
we call this receiver the ACKer. The other node acts as a
secondary receiver that overhears the packet. For simplicity,
assume that (i) Jack sends packet A ⊕ B at rate Rh , (ii) the
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PDR on link <Jack→Dave> is 1, while the PDR on link
<Jack→Chloe> is 0.1 at rate Rh , (iii) Jack knows that Dave
and Chloe have overheard packets A and B, respectively and,
(iv) using reports sent by Chloe and Dave (as with COPE [1]),
Jack can determine which packets were received correctly by
Chloe and Dave (perhaps after a delay). Intuitively, it would
seem that the right choice is for Jack to choose Chloe to be
the ACKer. With this, Jack would confidently assume that if
Chloe has received the packet, then Dave has, too. In this case,
Jack is expected to send A ⊕ B ten times (since PDR=0.1 on
the link with Chloe). By the time Chloe receives her packet,
Jack would have delivered only 2 packets (A to Chloe and B
to Dave). Let us now consider the case where Jack chooses
Dave to be the ACKer. In this case, Jack just transmits A ⊕ B
once. Later when Jack receives Chloe’s report, he will need
to retransmit A if she did not get the packet with the single
transmission. Jack would then encode packet A again, but with
a different, new packet B2 destined to Dave. Again, on average
Jack will have to perform 10 transmissions of A before Chloe
receives it. Note however, that now Jack is able to deliver a
new packet with each transmission instance to Dave. In other
words, in 10 transmissions, Jack delivers one packet to Chloe
but 10 packets to Dave. Thus, contrary to our initial expectation,
choosing Dave to be the ACKer results in a higher throughput.
This trivial example demonstrates that choosing the ACKer for
the encoded packet intelligently could have a significant impact
on the long-term throughput.
Previous studies on wireless network coding take advantage
of the broadcast nature of the medium, and make use of low bit
rates in order to increase the network coding gain at wireless
routers. However, this approach is conservative; high coding
gains are possible at higher bit rates, as long as the PDRs at
those rates are sufficiently high. In addition, these studies do
not examine clever ACKer selection. Unlike such efforts, in
this paper, we consider the two practical challenges described
above. Our key contributions are the following:
1. We design a framework for adapting the transmission
rate to achieve good trade-offs between coding gain and
rate gain: We design and implement a novel distributed rate
adaptation framework that considers the potential gains due to
network coding. Our framework consists of two modules:
• The local transmission rate selection module: Every transmitter of a native packet (e.g. Alice in our example) chooses the
bit rate such that: (a) a high link-level throughput on the link
to the selected router (e.g. link <Alice→Jack>) is achieved,
and at the same time, (b) the sniffers successfully overhear the
packet with high probability.
• The ACKer selection module: Every router intelligently
selects a bit rate and an ACKer for each encoded packet. The
goal is to to maximize the sum of the expected throughputs at
all the intended recipients. For this, the router takes into account
the probability of successful decoding of the encoded packet for
each intended recipient.
2. We perform extensive evaluations of our framework:
Our goal is to evaluate our framework in comparison with the
popular network coding scheme COPE [1], the design of which
does not consider coding-aware bit rate selection. We implement
our framework in Click, on top of the COPE implementation
[5]. We perform experiments on our wireless testbed, both
indoors and outdoors. We observe that our scheme provides
practical performance benefits: it improves the total network
throughput by up to 270%, as compared to COPE. The primary

limitation of the above experimentation is that it is with 802.11b
(which supports only 4 rates). To examine the benefits of our
approach with 802.11a (with 8 rates) and in larger settings, we
also perform extensive NS-2 simulations. We consider different
node densities and network coding scenarios. Our simulations
demonstrate that with 802.11a, our scheme can outperform
COPE by up to 390%.
Our work in perspective: The design of the framework that
we propose in this paper is built on top of a prior practical
wireless network coding architecture, COPE. However, as we
discuss in Section V, our framework is applicable with other
network coding architectures as well. In addition, in this paper
we focus on local NC topologies; encoded packets traverse at
most one hop. As we discuss in Section V, this has applications
in wireless LANs.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we
discuss previous studies on network coding and differentiate our
work. In Section III we present the design of our framework. In
Section IV we evaluate our framework through simulations and
experiments. In Section V we discuss the scope of our study.
Finally, our conclusions form Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we discuss previous relevant NC studies and
differentiate our work.
Analytical and simulation work on wireless network
coding: Lun et al. [6] show that the problem of minimizing
the communication cost can be formulated as a linear program
and solved in a distributed manner. Chaporkar and Proutiere [7]
show that in multi-rate settings, systems with network coding
may actually have smaller throughputs than without coding.
They argue that unless appropriate scheduling is applied, network coding may lead to performance degradation in many
scenarios. They propose XOR-Sym, a computationally simple
network coding technique that can be applied on symmetric
routes. With XOR-Sym, packets are decoded at destinations
only and not at intermediate nodes along a path. Scheuermann et
al. [8] propose noCoCo, a deterministic scheduling scheme for
network coding to operate on two-way multihop traffic flows.
Seferoglu et al. [9] propose code selection schemes that consider
the properties of video traffic. Le et al. [10] provide an upper
bound on the number of packets that can be coded together, in
any possible coding structure. However, none of these studies
jointly address bit rate selection and network coding towards
improving the long-term performance.
The studies that are mostly relevant to our work are [11] and
[12]. Liu and Xue in [11] consider network coding for two-way
relaying in a three-node network. They analytically characterize
the achievable rate regions for a basic 3-node topology and
find the theoretically optimal end-to-end sum rates. However,
unlike in our study, they consider only a certain topology where
nodes do not need to overhear any packets. Vieira et al. [12]
perform simulations to observe how the combination of network
coding and bit rate diversity affects the performance of practical
broadcasting protocols. They show that it is possible for multirate link layer broadcasts and network coding to jointly increase
the network throughput in multicast applications. However, they
do not propose any bit rate selection algorithm that considers
the benefits due to network coding. Further, they do not perform
experiments in real settings to observe these effects.
Seferoglu and Markopoulou in [13] provide an understanding
of the interplay between application data rate control and
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network coding. However, they do not consider the effects of
rate adaptation on the network coding efficiency. Seferoglu et
al. [14] extend the work in [13] by comparing the optimal
application data rate adaptation scheme of [13] to the corresponding optimal coding-unaware scheme. However, they also
do not examine the role of bit rate adaptation on coding gain.
Experimental studies on wireless coding: Katti et al. [1]
propose COPE, the first implementation of wireless network
coding. Their design requires each node to inform the relay
about the packets that it has overheard and stored. Since one
of the goals of COPE is to increase the number of encoding
opportunities, low transmission rates as favorable in order
for native packets to be overheard by as many neighbors as
possible. The experiments with COPE on a wireless testbed
show that even with very simple encoding operations, network
coding can provide significant capacity gains. The authors of [1]
also study the interactions of network coding with the routing
and the higher layer protocols. We refer to COPE later in this
paper, since we build our algorithm on top of the design and the
implementation of COPE. Rozner et al. in [15] present ER, a
scheme that adopts the design of COPE and employs network
coding to perform efficient packet retransmissions. With ER,
packets that need to be retransmitted are coded together, such
that one retransmission can recover multiple packet losses. The
authors show that the problem of selecting the optimal set
of packets to code together is NP-hard; they propose a set
of heuristics that can be followed to make coding decisions.
Rayanchu et al. [16] propose CLONE, a suite of algorithms
for NC that take into account the potential losses on wireless
links. Both [15] and [16] follow COPE’s logic regarding the
selection of a transmission rate. MORE [17] is a routing
protocol for static mesh networks, which performs a random
mixing of packets, right before they are forwarded. However,
no decisions on rate selection for native or encoded packets
are made. In MIXIT [18] the idea is to code symbols rather
than packets. As with MORE, batches of packets are coded
together. All of these studies are transmission rate unaware.
Towards maximizing the coding gain, they implicitly assume
that devices use low transmission rates, in order to guarantee
that packets are overheard with a high probability.
Finally, a large body of studies have investigated network
coding for wireline networks [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26]. These studies, although seminal, do not consider the
inherent properties of the wireless medium.
III. D ESIGNING OUR F RAMEWORK

2) A rate set R is available for packet transmissions, and
each rate in R has an associated PDR (packet delivery
ratio).
3) A scheduling process is assumed [7], [13], [14], according
to which packets A and B arrive at Jack before the latter
transmits any of these two packets.
Preliminaries: For the purposes of our analysis we define the
following notation:
rAlice
• PAlice,Jack
is the PDR on the link <Alice→Jack>, at bit
rate rAlice .
rACK
• PJack,Alice
is the PDR for ACK packets sent in the reverse
direction <Jack→Alice>.
rAlice
• P{Alice,Jack},Dave
is the probability that Dave overhears
Alice’s packet towards Jack (at rate rAlice ).
rAlice
• NAlice,Jack
is the expected number of transmissions
needed for successful reception of packet A from Alice
to Jack sent at rate rAlice .
• LAlice is the length of the packet that Alice sends, in bits.
r
• TLAlice is the transmission time of the packet with length
Alice
LAlice , transmitted at bit rate rAlice .
The probability that a transmission from Alice is successfully
rAlice
rACK
received and acknowledged by Jack is PAlice,Jack
· PJack,Alice
.
The successful transmission of a packet follows a Bernoulli
process. Given this, the expected number of transmissions of a
packet sent by Alice is3 :
rAlice
NAlice,Jack
=

rAlice
PAlice,Jack

1
.
rACK
· PJack,Alice

As shown in Fig. 1, Dave has a link to Alice. The probability
that Dave overhears packet A is given by:
rAlice
P{Alice,Jack},Dave
=
∞


rAlice
rAlice
rACK
rACK
{(1 − PAlice,Jack
· PJack,Alice
)i−1 · PAlice,Jack
· PJack,Alice

i=1

·

i


rAlice
rAlice
(1 − PAlice,Dave
)j−1 · PAlice,Dave
},

(1)

j=1

i
rAlice
rAlice
where j=1 (1−PAlice,Dave
)j−1 ·PAlice,Dave
is the probability
that Dave successfully overhears a packet from Alice, when the
latter performs exactly i transmissions. The expected number of
bits delivered together to Chloe and Dave is:
rJack
rBob
Lt = PJack,ACKer,Chloe
· P{Bob,Jack},Chloe
· LAlice

rJack
rAlice
+ PJack,ACKer,Dave
· P{Alice,Jack},Dave
· LBob ,
In this section, we first provide a simple analysis for estimat2

ing the total throughput with NC for the topology in Fig. 1
∞
rx
rx
rACK i−1
rx
rACK
) ·Px,y
·Py,x
x,y ·Py,x
We use this analysis to subsequently derive the generic design where Px,ACKer,y = i=1 (1−P
rx
rx
if node y is ACKer, and Px,ACKer,y = P{x,z},y if node
of our coding aware rate control framework.
z is ACKer. The above expression is obtained based on the
requirement that LAlice bits are delivered to Chloe only if she
A. Throughput estimation with local network coding
can overhear Bob’s packet; similarly, LBob bits are delivered to
Let us return to the example of Fig. 1, where Alice wishes Dave only if he can overhear Alice’s packet. The total expected
to send a packet to Chloe and Bob wants to send a packet to duration for delivering the packets from the sources to the
Dave. To begin with, we make the following assumptions:
destinations (from the point of inception until Jack receives an
1) Alice and Bob use Jack as their only relay to send packets ACK from ACKer) is:
A and B to Chloe and Dave, respectively.
rAlice
rBob
Dt = NAlice,Jack
· TLrAlice
+ NBob,Jack
· TLrBob
Alice
Bob
2 This topology represents the simplest case where network coding requires
some form of overhearing. Our analysis can be easily extended to more complex
local scenarios.

3 We assume that Alice continues to retransmit the packet until an acknowledgment is received from Jack.
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rJack
rJack
+ NJack,ACKer
· Tmax(L
Alice ,LBob )

.

Then, the expected throughput with network coding enabled is:
ΘN C =

Lt
.
Dt

(2)

Our objective: We wish to (a) determine the bit rates at
the transmitters (Alice, Bob and Jack) and (b) the choice of
the ACKer, such that the expected throughput, computed as
in Eq. (2), is maximized. Computing the throughput for the
more general case where, n transmitters all use the same relay
(Jack) is a challenge. This is because, in such a scenario the
candidate rate set is |R|n ; it is evident that this rate set grows
exponentially with n. In addition, since one can only use rates
from among a discrete set, maximizing the expected throughput
given our objectives, is an integer programming problem, which
in turn is known to be NP-Hard [27].
We also wish to point out that the calculation of Eq. (2)
requires each node to have an omniscient view of the state of
traffic in the network. In practice however, individual nodes
(Alice and Bob) cannot a priori have such a view. In other
words, when Alice is about to transmit packet A, she has no
idea on whether or not Bob has a packet to send. In cases
where Jack only has Alice’s packets, he may not wait for Bob’s
packets to perform network coding; stated otherwise, in such
cases, network coding does not take place.
Given these complexities, we instead design a simple distributed heuristic-based rate and ACKer selection algorithm
(described below).

and its corresponding destination by Di (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Given
the topology, there is an opportunity for the relay to perform
network coding. In our simple example, N = 2 and Jack is the
relay. Alice and Bob can be mapped to S1 and S2 and Chloe and
Dave to D1 and D2 . With our notation for packet overhearing
probability in Section III-A, the probability that Di overhears
rS
a packet sent by Sj , with rate rSj (to Dj ) is P{Sjj ,Dj },Di . In
order for Di to successfully decode its own packet, it should
overhear the packets transmitted by each such source Sj . Since
the probability that Di overhears Sj is independent of whether
or not it overhears Sl (for l = i, j), the probability that Di can
successfully decode a received encoded packet to retrieve its
own packet, Pdec(Di ) is given by:
rS

r

i−1
Pdec(Di ) = P{SS11,Dj },Di × · · · × P{Si−1
,Dj },Di

rS

r

Sn
i+1
× P{Si+1
,Dj },Di × · · · × P{Sn ,Dj },Di .

(3)

Existing network coding systems including COPE, generally
allow the encoding of native packets only if the decoding
probability at a destination (say Di ) is higher than a certain
pre-specified threshold ϑ (0.8 for COPE). In the same spirit,
our goal is then to select a transmission rate for each native
packet such that the decoding probability at each destination of
an encoded packet is greater than or equal to ϑ. However, as
one can readily see, one will need to consider all possible rates
(beginning with the highest) to determine the best set of rates
which satisfy the requirement that this decoding probability
requirement is met at all the destinations. This determination
takes an exponential number of steps since the product has to
be computed for all combinations of rates.
Our approach towards simplifying this requirement is driven
by a simple observation. Pdec(Di ) is no greater than the minirS
mum of the probabilities P{Sjj ,Dj },Di , 1 ≤ j = i ≤ n. Thus, we
require that each probability is higher than a certain threshold
i.e., we try to maximize this minimum probability. Hence, we
set ϑ = β n and require that each term in the product be at least
β. To explain the intuition behind this choice, assume that the
probability of Di correctly overhearing a packet from a source
Sj is β. If the overhearing probability from a different source
Sl is lower than β then the first condition does not help in the
long term; the likelihood of correct decoding is dictated by the
ability to decode on the poorer link (between Sl and Di ).
With this requirement, each source (for example Alice) attempts to select the rate that maximizes the expected throughput
on the link to the relay (Jack). For our simple example, this
translates to the following optimization problem:

B. Our proposed approach
We build our framework on top of a previous, popular coding
architecture, COPE. We employ the core coding functionalities
of COPE; in particular we leverage reception reports and information exchange among nodes that allow each node to learn
about its neighbor states [1] (we provide implementation details
in Section IV). Unlike with COPE however, with our proposed
framework, each transmitter of native packets, accounts for
the quality of the links to potential sniffers while choosing
the transmission rate. Stated otherwise, the transmission rate
is chosen such that there is a high probability of successful
overhearing at the sniffers. The framework is fully distributed
and requires each node to only be aware of local information4 .
Composition of our framework: Our proposed framework
consists of two component modules.
The local transmission rate selection module: The first
module is a local transmission rate selection module which
primarily operates on native packets. Alice identifies all her
one-hop neighbors that are also neighbors of Jack (see Fig. 1);
LAlice
these neighbors are the sniffers. Then, Alice selects the rate
max
(4)
rAlice
rAlice ∈R
that maximizes the expected throughput to Jack, such that the
NAlice,Jack · TLrAlice
Alice
rAlice
probability of successful overhearing of her packet A, at each
s.t
P{Alice,Jack},Dave
≥β
of the common neighbors, is greater than a threshold β.
rAlice
P{Alice,Jack},Bob ≥ β.
In order to illustrate how this threshold β is determined let us
consider the general case where 2N nodes share a single relay.
The ACKer Selection Module: Once Jack obtains the packets
These 2N nodes can overhear each other when the basic rate
from
Alice and Bob, he encodes the packets and pseudois used; at the other rates, this may not necessarily be the case.
broadcasts
the encoded packet to Chloe and Dave. The pseudoLet there exist n(≤ N ) native packets that are to be exchanged
among n distinct pairs of nodes. We denote each source by Si broadcast requires Jack to choose a primary receiver who will
transmit a MAC layer acknowledgment for the packet; the other
4 Note that in the rest of the paper we relax our assumption 3, in Section
(secondary) receiver simply overhears the transmission. In order
to increase the possibility that both Chloe and Dave receive
III-A as per which, a scheduling process is assumed.
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the encoded packet, Jack has to choose his primary receiver
intelligently. Towards this, he performs the following steps.
First, Jack will have to determine if Chloe and Dave have
indeed overheard the transmissions of the native packets from
Bob and Alice. Towards this, we utilize a functionality that
is similar to that with COPE. Chloe and Dave periodically
send reception reports wherein they explicitly indicate if they
have in fact overheard packets from Alice and Bob. If such
reports are unavailable, our system simply tries to estimate the
probability that Dave and Chloe have overheard the requisite
packets; this can be done if Alice and Bob indicate the probabilities of successful reception on the links <Alice→Dave>
and <Bob→Chloe> for the transmission rates that they have
chosen. With this, Jack can compute the decoding probabilities
at both Chloe and Dave. If these decoding probabilities are
greater than or equal to ϑ, Jack decides to encode the two
native packets from Alice and Bob. Note that at some high
rates this requirement may not hold; if that is the case, Jack
simply forwards the native packets.
Second, Jack unicasts the packet to a primary receiver
(say Dave), expecting the other receiver (Chloe) to overhear
the transmission. The primary receiver (ACKer) will send a
MAC layer ACK to Jack upon the successful reception of the
encoded packet; if the ACK is not received, Jack performs
retransmission(s). As discussed in Section I, the choice of the
primary receiver can have a significant impact on the achievable
throughput. Soliciting an ACK from the receiver to which
Jack has a poorer link may increase the chances that all other
recipients have received the encoded packet. However, as seen
with our earlier example (Section I), such a decision may not
provide high throughput benefits. In that simple example, it was
advantageous for Jack to choose the receiver with the better
link to be the ACKer. However in more complex settings, the
choice may not be as simple. The high level goal of Jack is
to maximize the sum of the expected throughput on Chloe and
Dave. Thus, Jack finds the solution to the following problem:
max

rJack ∈R
ACKer∈{Chloe,Dave}

where

Lt

=

rJack
PJack,ACKer,Chloe

·

Lt
Dt
rBob
PBob,Chloe

(5)
· LAlice

rJack
rAlice
+ PJack,ACKer,Dave
· PAlice,Dave
· LBob
rJack
rJack
and Dt = NJack,ACKer
Tmax(L
.
Alice ,LBob )

Stated otherwise, Jack finds whether the throughput is maximized when Chloe is chosen to be the primary receiver (or
ACKer as we call this node) or when it is Dave instead; it then
chooses either the appropriate recipient to be the ACKer.
Complexity considerations: Even though the problems defined above (with the two modules of our framework) are
discrete optimization problems, the solution space is small. For
problem (4) the dimension of the solution space5 is |R| and
for the problem defined in (5) the dimension is |R| × 2. These
claims are easily verified by simply examining the structure of
the formulated problems. In the first case, one simply needs to
examine the throughput with each available rate. In the second
case, one needs to examine the throughput with each rate, for
each potential node that can be the ACKer.
5 For

example, |R| is 4 for 802.11b, 8 for 802.11a, and 12 for 802.11g.

In the general case, where there are n source-destination
pairs, the dimensionality of the first problem is still |R| and
that of the second problem is essentially |R| × n. If there is no
feasible solution for the problem defined in (4), the basic rate
is selected.
We summarize the two components of our framework together, as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Initialization: tx rate ← basic rate and max thr ← 0;
At each node p;
if a native packet for transmission then
if MAC dst q is not the same as final dst then
Search for the common neighbor set Φ with q;
for j ← 1 to |R| do
rj
if rj satisfies P{p,q},π
≥ β, ∀π ∈ Φ then
rj
r
Calculate tmp thr = Lp /Np,q
TLjp ;
if tmp thr > max thr then
tx rate ← rj ;
else

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

for j ← 1 to |R| do
rj
r
Calculate tmp thr = Lp /Np,q
TLjp ;
if tmp thr > max thr then
tx rate ← rj ;

else
// p has an encoded packet to transmit
Find the set Ω of MAC destinations of packets XORed;
for j ← 1 to |R| do
for i ← 1 to |Ω| do
Calculate
 rj tmp thr = r1
ri−1
i Pp,ACKer,i · P1,i · · · Pi−1,i ·
r|Ω|
rj rj
ri+1
Pi+1,i · · · P|Ω|,i · Li /Np,i Tmax(L1 ,··· ,L ) ;
|Ω|
if tmp thr > max thr then
tx rate ← rj ;
ACKer ← i;

Algorithm 1: Algorithmic representation of our framework.
IV. E VALUATING O UR F RAMEWORK
In this section, we assess the efficiency of our framework
via simulations and proof-of-concept experiments, in various
topologies and with diverse traffic characteristics.
A. Simulations
We simulate both COPE and our framework with the NS-2
simulator [28].
Simulation design and set-up: We create topologies of
various densities and node populations. We consider 802.11a,
which supports 8 bit rates (6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 54
Mbps). We set a fixed transmission power of 18 dBm at every
node; the ambient noise is fixed at 1.5e-10 mW. The signal
attenuation is modeled by the 2-ray ground propagation model.
All simulations consider statically placed nodes. We use fully
saturated UDP traffic, where the packet size is set to 1500 bytes.
We repeat each experiment 40 times. The exchange of RTS/CTS
messages is disabled as with COPE [1].
The efficiency of our framework in small-scale topologies:
First, we wish to assess the performance benefits with our
framework in topologies with very diverse link qualities. We
perform simulations on an ‘X’ topology, as in Fig. 1, where the
link <Jack→Chloe> varies, but is always poorer than the link
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Fig. 2. Our framework provides
the highest throughput gains in
topologies with diverse link qualities.

Fig. 3.
The coding gain is
maintained at high levels with our
coding-aware rate selection module.

<Jack→Dave>. We consider the following cases: (i) COPEbasic where, COPE operates at the basic transmission rate (6
Mbps), (ii) our framework with and without our rate adaptation
module enabled, and (iii) COPE-amrr, where COPE operates
in conjunction with the AMRR rate adaptation algorithm [3].
The total network throughput results are plotted in Fig. 2. A
direct observation is that our framework provides up to 305%
throughput improvement as compared to COPE-amrr and up to
390% as compared to COPE-basic, depending on the quality of
the link <Jack→Chloe>. More specifically:
1. In cases with very poor link qualities, rate unawareness
can severely impact the performance: Towards increasing the
total throughput, whenever there is a large difference in the PDR
among the candidate ACKers, it is better to select an ACKer
with good link quality (as discussed earlier). We observe that
even if our framework selects the basic rate, the throughput
improvements due to selecting the appropriate ACKer is significant: our framework at the basic rate outperforms COPE by
390% (Fig. 2) in terms of the average throughput. The use of
AMRR by COPE does not improve performance significantly,
since AMRR is coding unaware; it only targets improvements
in the local link throughput. This interacts poorly with the
random selection of the ACKer with COPE. In our example,
whenever COPE picks Dave as the ACKer, Jack selects a
high transmission rate (as per AMRR); with this, Chloe cannot
receive the encoded packet.
2. High link qualities also favor our framework: In Fig. 2,
we observe that when the PDR on all links is high (e.g. 0.8
or higher), our rate selection module boosts the total network
throughput, by as much as 75% and 30%, compared to COPEbasic and COPE-amrr, respectively. We also observe that in
such cases, the ACKer selection does not significantly impact
throughput; this is because with good links, COPE also selects
a good ACKer. Unlike COPE however, our framework provides
high rate gains on the high quality links; high coding gains are
maintained with intelligent rate selection. As a consequence, our
framework outperforms COPE-basic and COPE-amrr by 75%
and by 30%, respectively.
The case for dense, “wheel” topologies: Next, we simulate
wheel topologies, where larger sets of nodes share a common router. A wheel topology is an extended ‘X’ topology
with more transmitters. As per [10], the maximum number
of packets encoded together typically cannot be more than 5
with COPE. Thus, here we simulate topologies with up to 6
source-destination flows and with randomly set link qualities.
Our goal here is to evaluate our framework in terms of the
achieved encoding ratio, i.e., the ratio of the encoded packets
at the output of the router to the total number of packets sent by

Fig. 4. Our framework enables
the router to code of many native
packets into every new encoded
packet.

Fig. 5. Our framework achieves
a lower end-to-end delay in
multi-hop, multi-rate, large-scale
topologies.

the router. Our simulation results are depicted in Fig. 3. First,
we wish to point out that COPE-basic is expected to provide the
best encoding ratio, since its design is geared towards achieving
high coding gain. In Fig. 3, we observe the following:
1. Our framework provides encoding ratios similar to that
with COPE: We observe that our framework, when operating
at the basic rate, provides the same ratio as COPE in all the
considered scenarios. This is somewhat expected, since the use
of a low bit rate aids coding opportunities. We observe that
when our rate selection module is enabled, our framework
still maintains an encoding ratio that is very close to that of
COPE. We verify this finding in a real setting and discuss the
observation in the following subsection.
2. COPE-amrr performs poorly in terms of the encoding
ratio with few flows: We observe that with few active flows,
the combination of COPE and AMRR leads to poor encoding
ratios. This accentuates our earlier observations with the ‘X’
topology, with regards to COPE-amrr; again, this is due to the
fact that AMRR is coding unaware. Clearly, one may expect
the same behavior with other rate adaptation algorithms [2],
[4] that do not consider network coding.
3. Our framework favors the inclusion of more packets into
an encoded packet as compared to COPE-amrr: As seen in
Fig. 3, with a larger number of flows COPE-amrr provides
high encoding ratios. However, the ratio itself is agnostic to the
population of native packets that are embedded into an encoded
packet. Fig. 4 shows the average number of native packets
combined together to form an encoded packet for the 6-flow
scenario of Fig. 3. We observe that our framework enables the
router to code nearly as many packets as COPE encodes at the
basic rate6 . In contrast, COPE-amrr does not allow the router
to code as many packets together.
The potency of our framework in large-scale multi-hop
settings: Finally, we perform extensive simulations on two
large-scale, multihop topologies, which consist of 100 and 200
nodes respectively. The nodes are randomly and uniformly
distributed across a 1000×1000 m2 square region. We want to
evaluate the efficacy of our framework in scenarios with many
interfering nodes, and with flows that span a large number of
intermediate hops. Throughout these simulations we randomly
select source-destination pairs and we initiate fully-saturated
UDP flows. Paths are established using the DSR protocol [29].
Our simulation results are plotted in Fig 5. We observe that
the application of our framework leads to a significant reduction
in the average end-to-end delay, i.e., by as much as 90%
6 Recall that this observation is aligned with the findings in [10] with regards
to the maximum number of native packets that can be combined together with
COPE.
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compared to COPE. This is due to the combined functionalities
of our rate and ACKer selection modules. From Fig. 5 we make
the following observations:
1. Our rate selection module provides a dramatic delay
reduction in sparser topologies: In such topologies, the levels
of interference are not that high; this allows the use of higher
transmission rates with our framework. As a result, packets
travel faster towards their destinations, thereby suffering lower
end-to-end delays as compared to COPE.
2. Our ACKer selection module is mostly beneficial in dense
topologies: With increased node density (e.g. the 200-node
topology in Fig. 5), the levels of interference are higher. This
reduces the probability of successful packet overhearing and reception, thereby incurring lower, diverse delivery probabilities.
As we observe in Fig. 5, the strategy “Ours + basic”, which
has only the ACKer selection, drastically decreases the delay
by itself; this demonstrates that the ACKer selection module
reduces the delay to a larger extent with the 200-node topology
(as compared to the 100-node topology).
B. Implementation and experiments
Next we describe the proof-of-concept implementation of
our framework on real hardware. Subsequently we discuss the
experiments with our implementation on our wireless testbed.
Testbed description and experimental set-up: We conduct
our experiments on a 22-node wireless testbed deployed on the
3rd floor of the Engineering Building Unit II, at UC Riverside.
A unique characteristic of the testbed is that it has both indoor
and outdoor links; a pictorial representation is shown in Fig.
6. The nodes are based on the Soekris net5501 hardware
configuration [30], and run a Debian Linux distribution with
kernel v2.6.16.19 over NFS. Each node is equipped with a 500
MHz CPU, 512 Mbytes of memory, and a WN-CM9 wireless
mini-PCI card, which carries AR5213 Atheros as the main chip.
Every card is connected to a 5 dBi gain external omnidirectional
antenna. As discussed in Section V, we repeat a part of our
measurements with different hardware in order to validate our
findings. We conduct experiments with groups of nodes that
form two kinds of topologies: (a) the “cross topology” [1] and
(b) the ‘X’ topology (as in Fig. 1). The relative locations of the
nodes with both topologies are shown in Fig. 1; note that in the
cross-topology experiments, both nodes of a session exchange
packets (i.e., Chloe both sends packets to and receives packets
from Alice; Dave similarly exchanges packets with Bob). We
experiment with the 802.11b mode of operation, which supports
4 bit rates (1, 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps); we elaborate on this choice
in Section V. Our experiments are performed late at night in
order to avoid interference from the collocated campus WLANs.
All devices set their transmission powers to 10 dBm. We use
fully saturated UDP traffic, where the default data packet size
is 1500 bytes. We have disabled RTS/CTS messages, as in [1].
The implementation of our framework: We implement
our framework in Click v.1.4.2 [31], as in [5]; this allows us
to have a fair comparison against COPE in terms of software
efficiency. We use the Madwifi-2005 wireless driver, which is
fully compatible with the COPE implementation7 . We build our
framework on top of the publicly available COPE implementation [5]. Note that with this implementation, COPE by default
operates at the basic rate of 1 Mbps. We adopt all the Click
7 Our framework can be easily modified to be compatible with the latest Click
version (v1.7.0rcl) and the latest Madwifi driver (v0.94).

network coding elements of COPE, which realize the encoding
and decoding engines, the construction of an additional packet
header, and the functionality that handles the transmission of
periodic reception reports. We also use the probing mechanism
of the Roofnet routing protocol, SRCR [2]. However, since our
framework requires information regarding the PDR at every
bit rate, we leverage the ETT framework (instead of ETX
as with COPE [1]) for routing [32]. In particular, each node
periodically transmits 1500-byte probes and 60-byte probes at
every rate. Nodes gather link quality information from each of
their neighbors with regards to the PDR on every link (the ratio
of probes that were received in both the forward and reverse
directions). This PDR information is used by our framework
(see Section III) to determine the bit rate and the ACKer that
locally maximize the expected total throughput.
Scenario 1: Experiments with the ‘X’ topology with
high quality links: First, we perform experiments on a 5node ‘X’ topology, where the PDR on any of the links is
above 70% at any transmission rate. As discussed earlier,
routers in the ‘X’ topology can encode up to 2 native packets
together. This topology consists of nodes 12, 20, 24, 26, 28.
The nodes all have line-of-sight links to each other (as seen
in Fig. 6). Our experiments consider different combinations of
source-destination pairs and different routers. Our goal here
is to quantify the efficiency of our framework in a realistic
“good-channel” environment, relative to COPE. For this, we
perform 30 experiments, alternating between the use of COPE
and our framework. Fig. 7 depicts the throughput gains with
our framework as compared to COPE. We observe that our
framework outperforms COPE by 186% on average, and by as
much as 250%. This is attributed to the fact that our framework
efficiently exploits the good channel conditions by utilizing
high transmission rates. Recall from our discussion in Section
II that COPE targets the maximization of the network coding
gain; therefore it typically employs low bit rates. However, with
our framework, transmitters of native packets jointly consider
the transmission rate and the potential network coding gain
(by measuring the PDR of neighbor sniffer links at every
rate); hence, while the coding gain is still kept at high levels,
the transmission rate is aggressively increased to the extent
possible. In Fig. 8, we plot the CDF of the ratio of the number
of encoded packets at the relay to the total number of packets
that were transmitted through the duration of each experiment.
We observe that this ratio is almost the same as with COPE. On
the other hand, as one observes in Fig. 9, high bit rates are used
with our framework as inherently possible by the supported high
PDR values in the considered topology.
Scenario 2: Experimenting with the cross topology with
high quality links: Next, we consider the same set of nodes
as in the previous scenario; however, our measurements now
involve bi-directional traffic flows between sources and destinations. Hence, in contrast with the ‘X’ topology, the crosstopology routers can encode up to 4 native packets. This can
potentially provide a higher coding gain. As observed in Fig.
7, our framework boosts the aggregate throughput of all end
users by 209% on average, and by as much as 272%, relative
to COPE. Note here that in this set of experiments we again
observe that both COPE and our framework project a very
similar behavior in terms of the CDF of the ratio encoded/total
packets, as in scenario 1 above. However, by comparing the
performance of our framework in the two scenarios, we observe
that there is approximately a 20% improvement in throughput,
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Fig. 6.
The deployment of
our wireless testbed; nodes are
represented by dots along with
their IDs.

Fig. 7.
Our framework outperforms COPE in all considered scenarios in terms of achieved throughput gain.

in scenario 2. This is due to the use of high transmission
rates used by the router with our framework (shown in Fig. 9).
A higher transmission rate (in the presence of fully saturated
traffic) in these topologies results in a larger volume of packets
traversing the router in a unit of time. As a consequence, the
number of encoding opportunities at the router is higher for the
duration of each experiment, and this provides an overall higher
long-term throughput.
Scenario 3: Experiments with an ‘X’ topology comprised
of low quality links: Further, we wish to assess the efficacy
of our framework in topologies where not all links are of high
quality. We consider ‘X’ topologies (Fig. 1) wherein one of
the end receivers, e.g. Chloe, has a poor quality link with
Jack and with Dave, although her link with Bob is of high
quality. For this, we experiment with various ‘X’ topologies
where the PDR on the link <Jack→Chloe> is poorer than
that of the other links. A sample topology consists of nodes
12 (Alice), 28 (Dave), 26 (Jack), 19 (Bob) and 15 (Chloe)
in Fig. 6. Here the PDR on the link <Jack→Chloe> is 0.45,
while the PDR on the link <Bob→Chloe> is 0.75. We apply
fully saturated traffic towards nodes 15 and 28. In Fig. 7,
we observe that our framework provides significant throughput
benefits even when the router maintains poor quality links
with a receiver. Specifically, we observe that our framework
outperforms COPE by at least 100% and by as much as 189%.
However, note that in this case our framework does not perform
as well as in scenarios 1 and 2. This is attributed to the fact
that, in contrast to the previous scenarios, the router is now
(for most of the time) coerced into using low transmission
rates, to increase the probability of reception of the encoded
packet by Chloe. Indeed, as observed in Fig. 9, Jack uses
rates of 1 and 2 Mbps for most of the time. As expected, this
affects the long-term throughput to some extent (although our
framework still offers significant gains compared to COPE).
We wish to point out here that in these experiments, we
observed that Jack selected Chloe to be the ACKer in many
cases. This somewhat contradicts our discussion in Section I.
Note however that the difference in PDR between the links
<Jack→Chloe> and <Jack→Dave> is not too high. Thus,
with our framework in this case, Jack does not sacrifice the
performance on the link to Chloe for the sake of increased
total throughput. However, as we observe in our simulations
(Section IV-A), routers follow the trend of selecting an ACKer
to which they have high quality links, as long as this quality
is much higher than the quality of the link(s) with the other
candidate receiver(s). Moreover, throughout these experiments
we observed that the ACKer selection module alone does not
contribute to the throughput gain as much as the rate selection
module. This is due to the small number of intended recipients;

Fig. 8. Our framework achieves
a very similar network coding gain
as COPE, albeit the use of high bit
rates.

Fig. 9.
With our framework,
routers exploit the good channel
conditions thereby using high bit
rates whenever possible.

with such a limited set of receivers, it is highly likely that
the random ACKer selection with COPE finds the appropriate
ACKer. As we observe in our simulations, though, in dense
network settings with many intended recipients, our ACKer
selection module significantly contributes towards improving
network performance (See Fig. 5).
Scenario 4: Experiments with the cross topology and
low quality links: Finally, we examine cross topology scenarios with poor links. In particular, we consider the same
physical node locations as in scenario 3. However now we
have bidirectional flows, as in scenario 2. Note that the link
<Chloe↔Dave> is also poor. As with scenario 3, we observe
that the router typically prefers the use of low rates and with
this, our framework does not perform as well as in scenario 2. In
fact, from Fig. 7 we observe that the throughput gain with our
framework is even lower than in scenario 3. This is in contrast
with the expectation that due to the possibility of encoding 4
packets together, the gain would be improved. This is directly
because of the poor PDR on the link <Chloe→Jack>, which
in the sample topology of scenario 3 is 0.4. This forces Chloe
into using a low bit rate on the link to Jack. As a consequence,
the coding gain is not as high as in scenario 2. In addition,
since the link <Dave→Chloe> is also poor, Dave prefers to use
lower rates so as to increase the probability of overhearing at
Chloe. Hence, Jack receives fewer packets from Chloe and Dave
and thus, he does not encode 4 packets together as frequently.
In conjunction with Jack using low bit rates, this causes the
throughput gains with our framework to be lower than that
in the other scenarios. However, note that the gains are still
significant relative to COPE.
V. D ISCUSSION
The applicability of our framework with other network
coding architectures: Our framework was designed and built
on top of COPE. The main reason for this decision was that
COPE imbibes utilities that facilitate the practical implementation of NC; examples include the exchange of reception reports
and the estimation of the link quality though periodic probing.
Our framework relies on two functions only: (a) In a generic
local NC setting, routers should either explicitly know, or be
able to predict whether certain neighbors have sniffed key
packets; and (b) Transmitters of native packets need to estimate
the quality of each link with their neighbors [2]. Given that such
functionalities are typical requirements for any practical NC
implementation, we believe that our framework can be applied
in conjunction with other NC architectures (such as [16]) with
minor modifications.
On the implementation overhead: As discussed in Section
IV, we have implemented our framework using the original
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COPE Linux implementation [5]. Hence, any practical implementation overheads imposed, as a result of various design
decisions with COPE, are inherited by our implementation.
More specifically, COPE requires certain packet processing
operations in practice; these include packet storage and retrieval,
packet padding and encoding/decoding. Such functionalities
necessitate the employment of frequent memory copying operations, which are overhead intensive in terms of processing [33].
Indeed, through the course of our experiments, we observe that
when the encoding engine (of either COPE or of our framework)
was enabled, the CPU utilization with our Soekris boxes was
at 97% with 802.11b, at a bit rate of 11 Mbps. We repeated
a large part of our experiments with faster hardware (desktop
PCs, which carry 1-GHz CPUs and 1-GB RAM, and run a
local Fedora Linux installation); we observed that the CPU
utilization dropped only by 8% on average. We also performed
a small set of experiments with 802.11a; we observed that the
desktop PCs could not process sufficiently large numbers of
packets transmitted at bit rates higher than 12 Mbps to yield
throughputs that commensurate with the applied rate. This is
why at this point our experimental evaluation involves proofof-concept experiments with 802.11b; this inherently supports
low bit rates as compared to 802.11a or 802.11g. We expect that
future, “lighter” NC implementations, such as [34], will allow
the use of high bit rates and will showcase the performance
benefits with our framework even more.
On the online computation of PDR: Towards calculating
the PDR on every link, our implementation relies on the
periodic transmission of probe packets. COPE uses this method
as well; we selected this probe-based method for the sake of a
fair comparison against COPE. Clearly, however, our framework
is compatible with any PDR computation mechanism.
On the usability of our framework: In this paper, we focus
on local network coding, where an encoded packet travels at
most 1 hop away from its sender. Such scenarios are prominent
in WLAN deployments [15], where a client sends and receives
data through its associated access point (AP) only. In such cases,
where the AP essentially plays the role of the router between
the client and the rest of the network, access points may
employ local NC thereby encoding packets exchanged among
their clients. The application of our framework is expected to
boost the performance of such networks, especially with delaysensitive applications, such as real-time video streaming and
online gaming [9], [13]. In our future work we plan to consider
scenarios where encoded packets traverse multiple hops (such
as in the butterfly topology [35]).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Carefully-designed network coding mechanisms can provide
significant multi-faceted advantages at various stages of network
design. In this paper, we design a transmission rate and ACKer
selection framework for extracting the potential benefits from
local network coding. Our framework is composed of two
modules. With the rate selection module, transmitters adapt the
bit rate rate taking into consideration that their packets will
be overheard by neighbors. With the ACKer selection module,
relays intelligently decide on which from among the intended
recipients should acknowledge the reception of an encoded
packet. Such a decision is largely based on the the probability
of successful decoding for each intended recipient. We evaluate
our framework via extensive simulations as well as via a proofof-concept implementation. Our evaluation demonstrates that

our framework provides significant performance benefits, by
increasing the total throughput by as much as 390% compared
to COPE, in diverse traffic and topological settings.
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